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Insights into scanning probe high-field chemistry of diphenylgermanew
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Experiments and simulations are used to elucidate a new class of

chemical reactions occurring near the tip–sample interface during

high field chemistry of diphenylgermane. Current data during

writing and bias dependent growth rate are analyzed, supplemented

with data from ionization mass spectrometry, and compared with

the simulation results.

Scanning probe microscopes can confine chemical reactions at

the nanoscale through the delivery of specific stimuli1 or

reactants2 to a small area of the sample surface. This confine-

ment can be used to produce chemical patterns with well

defined functionality by exploiting macroscale reactions such

as ‘‘click’’ chemistry and Diels–Alder coupling.3,4 Nanoscale

thermochemistry is also available with heated tips to create 2D

and 3D patterns in reduced graphene,5 or polymeric6,7 and

macromolecular resists.8 Another common strategy for reaction

confinement is to apply a moderate bias between the tip and

the sample. In a humid environment, the water meniscus at the

tip–sample interface is often described as a nanoscale electro-

chemical cell where H+ and OH� are created. The extremely

high electric field (>109 V m�1) arising from tip–sample

proximity directs the desired ions onto the sample, which is

oxidized or reduced depending on bias. In this fashion, the

field-induced oxidation or reduction of conducting substrates9–11

and organic monolayers12,13 has been demonstrated. Recent

efforts at replacing the water meniscus in the tip–sample gap

with menisci of organic and inorganic molecules have intro-

duced a novel class of chemical reactions that do not seem to

follow a clear electrochemical pathway. It has been previously

theorized that these reactions are triggered by the high electric

field and are analogous to the processes occurring in field

ionization microscopes.14 These reactions include self-assembled

monolayer activation,15–17 polymer cross linking,18 sulfur

polymerization,19 and localized synthesis of carbon nanostructures

from liquid20–23 or gaseous precursors.24 Kinetic studies of

carbon growth have found trends in agreement with the high-

field conjecture, but a conclusive model for the localized high-

field chemistry is still lacking. Most recently, the localized

high-field reaction of diphenylgermane via AFM has demon-

strated the direct-write of germanium nanofeatures.25 Re-

markably, this process produces carbon-free germanium,

suggesting that, unlike the growth process of carbon nanos-

tructures, the reaction of the inorganic precursor follows a

very specific pathway. Diphenylgermane thus presents a model

system to better understand the high-field chemistry occurring

near the tip–sample interface.

In this communication, we attempt to elucidate the funda-

mental processes occurring in the high-field reaction of diphenyl-

germane (DPG) by comparing experimental results from

AFM writing and electron ionization mass spectroscopy with

simulations. In brief, a biased AFM tip traces desired shapes

along the silicon sample while a diphenylgermane meniscus is

condensed via saturated vapor at the tip–sample interface

(Fig. 1a). Due to tip–sample proximity, even a moderate 10 V

bias induces an electric field with peak values above 109 V m�1

(Fig. 1b) near the tip–sample interface. Here, we propose that

the high electric field leads to electrons tunneling from the

AFM tip to the DPG molecule creating a temporary negative

ion (TNI).26 In the high electric field, the charged DPG

then fragments, leading to carbon-free germanium nano-

structures. We propose a reaction where phenyl groups and

hydrogens leave the diphenylgermane as benzene, which is a

stable leaving group. The benzene most likely dissolves into

the DPG meniscus. The germanium, in the form of ions

or radicals, then condenses onto the surface to form nano-

structures (Fig. 1a). Carbon-free low-temperature synthesis

of germanium nanowires from DPG has previously been

demonstrated,27 suggesting that DPG is a viable precursor for

this chemistry.

To test the first part of our model, we have measured the

current across the tip–sample interface with a stationary tip as

a function of applied voltage and compared it with the

prediction of simulations that consider non-local tunneling

across the SiO2 layers on the substrate and tip (Fig. 2). During

this measurement, the use of the DPG meniscus ensures that

all the current measured goes through the reaction area. The

onset of the current at 8 � 1 V corresponds to the predicted

onset for electron emission from the AFM tip into the diphenyl-

germane liquid. For negative voltages as low as �20 V (sample),
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the current follows linear behavior and no deposition occurs.

For positive voltages on the sample, a reaction threshold is

observed after the onset of field emission. These results are

consistent with previous STM observations of field emission

and dielectric breakdown in liquid octane.28

Insights into the potential fragmentation routes were pro-

vided by density functional theory (Table 1). From these

calculations, it emerges that electron capture by DPG greatly

reduces the dissociation energy, with the lowest energy occurring

for the separation of a benzene molecule from DPG. This

dissociation route becomes energetically favorable upon electron

capture. These calculations are consistent with our proposed

model. Ideally, one would directly verify the reaction pathway

by collecting intermediate fragments during AFM writing.

However, the sub-attomolar quantities of precursor reacted

in this process do not allow for such analyses. To overcome

these issues, mass spectrometry data from electron ionization

was collected (Fig. 3). A similar strategy was previously

adopted to explain STM induced reactions of gaseous

precursors.26 In such an experimental set-up, a field equivalent

to the one present during AFM writing cannot be induced.

However, using mass spectrometry of the precursor liquid,

electron attachment fragmentation routes can still be verified.

In an effort to reproduce the AFM conditions, the lowest

energy electrons (17 eV) that would give a reasonable signal to

noise ratio were employed. This energy is comparable to the

energy of the electrons emitted from the AFM tip. From this

data, it is clear that during electron ionization the route that

leads to a diphenylgermane fragmenting into benzene and a

phenylgermane radical is a favorable one. The signature for

fragments of Ge attached to other smaller organic fragments

does not appear in this low-energy electron spectrum in

agreement with the AFM findings of creating a carbon-free

Ge product.

To further understand the writing process, we have pro-

duced features with different bias voltages. To minimize the

effects of the growth material accumulating under the tip, we

translate the tip at a constant rate (1 mm s�1) while writing

germanium lines on the sample. The onset voltage for writing

occurs at 8 � 2 V and typically corresponds with the onset of

the field emission current, but varies more widely than the

latter. We attribute the somewhat large variability of the

writing onset to the disparity in tip radius of curvature and

tip shape. SEM investigation before and after writing suggests

that the tip changes shape continuously during writing, thus

affecting its field emission properties. It is interesting to note

that high-quality patterns with relatively small line edge

roughness can be produced by a somewhat blunt and irregular

tip. After onset, the germanium lines grow wider and taller

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic of the probe-sample geometry and the proposed

chemical reaction of DPG for Ge nanostructure AFM direct-write.

(b) Calculation of electric field distribution (V cm�1) for a Si AFM tip

in diphenylgermane in contact with Si substrate (3.5 nm oxide) biased

at 10 V. The calculation includes distribution of ionized precursors in

DPG and thin oxide on both tip and substrate.

Fig. 2 Current versus applied voltage (measured positive on the

sample) obtained in a single I–V sweep with a stationary tip (black

points). Simulation of current between sample and tip including non-

local tunneling model using a structure matched to experimental

conditions (red line).

Table 1 Dissociation energies (Ed) for diphenylgermane as a function
of system charge and identity of the removed fragment

Fragment

System charge (q)

0 �1 �2

(C6H5)
0 3.77 1.84 1.83

(C6H5)
� 7.25 2.71 0.91

(C6H6)
0 1.05 �0.10 �0.08
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with increasing voltage up to ca. 20 V positive on the sample.

Above 20 V, the deposition becomes erratic and microscopic

irregular features are often observed. These appear to be

caused by small explosive discharges occurring near the

tip–sample interface.18 Typical results from the deposition

are shown in Fig. 4. To minimize tip convolution effects, the

images were recorded in air in tapping mode with a new tip

(r o 10 nm).

For regular deposition, the line width starts at 40 nm (8 V)

and reaches a maximum width of ca. 80 nm (19 V). The feature

height follows a similar trend starting at 0.5 nm for deposition

occurring at 8 V and reaching its maximum of 3.5 nm for

deposition occurring at 19 V. The height increases sevenfold

from the minimum to the maximum voltage, while the width

only increases twofold. This anisotropic growth trend may be

caused by the direction and gradient of the electric field that

likely directs the deposition of the reactive species. Another

factor to be considered is that the maximum width of the DPG

meniscus likely laterally confines the reaction.29

To estimate the reaction rate, we measure the average volume

of germanium deposited per second as a function of voltage

(Fig. 5a). With increased voltage, more material is deposited per

unit time. This trend has also been observed for high-field

deposition of carbon from CO2.
24 However, the volume of

material deposited does not increase as fast as the field emitted

current that is measured during writing (ESIw). To further

investigate this phenomenon, we calculate the inverse of the

number of electrons required to react a DPGmolecule and yield

a germanium atom (Fig. 5b). This value is an estimate of the

reaction efficiency as a function of average electron energy.

This is an estimate of the reaction efficiency as a function of

average electron energy. From these data it is clear that most

electrons cross the tip–sample interface without leading to the

dissociation and deposition of a DPG molecule. This is a

confirmation that the reaction occurring at the tip–sample inter-

face is not purely electrochemical in nature, where one would

expect a one-to-one correlation of electrons to reacted molecules.

A significantly less efficient electron attachment process is

involved in this reaction. At higher voltage bias (higher electron

energy), reaction efficiency is decreased. This attachment process

was already observed in the formation of TNIs during the

reaction of silane precursors using STM. However, in the

STM work,26 where the tip is further away from the surface,

the electric field is too small14 to be responsible for direct field-

induced dissociation of the silane. In this work, the electric field

Fig. 3 Electron Ionization Mass spectroscopy data acquired from

liquid diphenylgermane using 17 eV ionization electrons. The signature

of positive molecular fragments corresponding to the diphenylgermane

molecular ion (230 amu), phenylgermane radical cation (152 amu),

benzene cation (78 amu), and germanium radical cation (74 amu) are

clearly discernible and dominate the spectra. The spectra are consistent

with the isotopic abundances of C and Ge as well as loss of 1 additional

H from the Ge complexes.

Fig. 4 Left: Tapping mode AFM images of germanium nanostruc-

tures written at 8–19 V respectively at 1 mm s�1. Scale bar is 250 nm.

Height scale from dark brown to light yellow is 10 nm. Right: Cross-

sections of the germanium features. For clarity, only the plots at even

voltages are shown.

Fig. 5 (a) Germanium volume write rate as a function of tip–sample

bias. (b) Plot of the number of germanium atoms deposited per field

emitted electron (reaction efficiency) as a function of voltage. Data for

voltages lower than 10 V, where not all series resulted in deposited

germanium, are omitted for clarity.
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is above the reaction threshold26 and likely plays a role in the

dissociation of the TNIs to yield the desired product.

In conclusion, we have experimentally investigated and

modeled via simulations the mechanisms of Ge nanostructure

growth by the high-field reaction of diphenylgermane. We

propose a model that involves electron field emission from

the tip, followed by electron attachment with formation of

temporary negative ions and high field fragmentation. We thus

confirm that the reaction of the diphenylgermane precursor at

the tip–sample interface is neither purely electrochemical in

nature nor purely high-field activated and follows the same

trends as the previously reported carbon deposition from

organic precursors. This work contributes to the understanding

of the possible reactions occurring at the tip–sample interface

and can be used to expand the scope of this technique.

Examples include using different organometallic precursors

for the direct-write of a broad variety of materials.
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